Is THIS how your
PhDs communicate
their research?

“Comparatively
speaking,
jargon, suggest
a somewhat
probability that
acronymns,
and statistics
are more jargon.”
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A PhDs ability to pitch the value of their
research well could determine their future

You invest valuable resources, time, and
money in your PhD students. They’re some
of the brightest scientists and academics
around. So how do they present their
discoveries to people who need to know but
don’t speak the language?

Limited attention
In a world of information overload and hyperconnectivity
attention has become our brains’ scarcest commodity. So,
it doesn’t matter how world-shattering their research is,
unless they can present it clearly and compellingly, the

Prework and workshop
The pre-work and workshop teaches your PhDs clear,
succinct, and compelling communication.

It increases the benefit from the face to face exposure
of the workshop and includes:

• challenging questions to help them identify what
makes their research unique, media worthy, or
marketable

• four short videos with accompanying exercises to
unpack the context for their communication and
understand the pitch framework.

The workshop combines professional guidance on

right people won’t hear it.

good writing, storytelling, pitching, presenting, and

Communication problems

Brainstorming through the day, they learn to articulate

The most common issues they experience are:
• choosing which key messages summarise the
complexity of their research, so they include them all
• the curse of knowledge – I know this, why don’t you?
• cramming in too much jargon, data, and statistics,
leaving their audiences overwhelmed
• missing out on stories as the most powerful
component in their communication toolkit.

performance.

their purpose and research insights.
These establish the context behind the problems,
solutions, and impacts of their research.
Working in groups and with peer and facilitator input,
they refine their drafts in clearer, compelling language.
As the finale, they present their three minute pitch to
their peers.

Benefits

Introducing PowerPitch

Your PhDs are walking advertisements for your

PowerPitch is a one day workshop with a clarity and

you as they:

communication coach and a professional writer and
editor. Participants:

• learn the structure of effective pitching
• get to articulate the why, what, how, and who of their
presentation

• identify their key messages and extract the stories that
best illustrate them

• craft a three minute script and refine it with a
professional writer and editor
• learn memory and performance techniques
• perform their pitch in front of an audience.

organisation. The benefits they receive flow back to
• showcase your research, innovation, and problemsolving skills that benefit Australia and the world

• close the gap between complex research and
science, and public understanding

• boost their confidence through improved written,
spoken, and advocacy skills
• lift exposure for your organisation in educational,
social, and political circles.

PowerPitch also works to give them the skills that will
translate into any form of communication, oral or
written.

How PowerPitch works
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Those who tell the stories rule the world. PLATO

Training specifications

Prework
Ten days prior to the training, participants receive four
short videos and a workbook. The aim is for them to

The potential of insight

do this work in order to maximise the learning and

PhDs deal with facts. When you add the causes and
consequences to the fact, that is an insight. We
brainstorm this with the participants to demonstrate
how they can develop an insight, and wrap it into story
to create powerful communication.

experience on the day.

Workshop
The training starts at 9.45 and finishes at 5.30pm
The participants work through a comprehensively
designed framework for pitching, introducing why and
how to tell stories as part of each aspect of the process.
Throughout the workshop, participants have the
opportunity to interact with each other, sharing stories
as they work through each aspect of the framework.
They also complete the workbook they have started in
the prework prior to the training.
The training culminates in the participants presenting a
three minute pitch to the room.
The training day encompasses:

The science of story
Understanding the science behind how story impacts
on our brains persuades participants of validity of story
as a powerful communications tool.

What’s in a pitch
Each component of the pitch framework unfolds
logically to lead the listener on the journey through the
participant’s credibility, the problems they solve, what
they believe in, and toward the impact of their research.

The curse of knowledge
An insight into how we cannot unknow what we know
to understand that this is often an impediment to clear,
succinct, jargon-free language.

Story writing and editing craft
How to use structure and language to write, script and
craft engaging communications using stories that the
recipient will recall.

The impact of your research
How to craft a powerful closing line that captures the
essence and impact of the participant’s research.

PowerPitch performance
At the end of the day, using simple performance
techniques, the participant has the opportunity after
writing and refining their script to deliver the pitch in
front of an audience of their peers.
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Investment

The investment for the prework engagement and
training day with both facilitators is $4,500 plus GST.

Context for pitching
To build a compelling, story rich pitch, participants need
to understand the context for communication, why
they do what they do, for whom, for what intention and
the unique value they offer.

Your PhD in stories
Every PhD’s journey is littered with stories, in their
failures, roadblocks, challenges, opportunities and
triumphs. This is the means by which they can uncover
these stories.
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What others say about
PowerPitch training

We won! Thanks for your support and encouragement.
Without your help, I could hardly have achieved this
award!
Chuhao Liu, PhD, winner CRCA Early Career
Researchers Award
It was a fantastically hands on workshop. I was blown
away with how much progress can be made in such
a short space of time with the right insights and
coaching expertise, and Sandy has this in spades . . .
she has a rare ability to inspire people.
Jacqueline King, iMove Australia
My eyes have been opened to the under-recognised
power of story to influence and excite. It has changed
the way I communicate through all means, whether
this be in patient interactions, teaching, presentations,
social media or grant applications. Story-power is
a tool that can deeply enrich understanding and
empower change; quite possibly my secret key to
success! Dr Ada Cheung, The University of Melbourne
It was an excellent day’s training for a group of
researchers working in audiology. The content was
varied, fun, always challenging and pitched perfectly
for the audience, and as the day evolved our students
grew in confidence and skill. We ended the day with
a series of pitches that were both consummately
professional and utterly engaging.
Jane Sewell, HEARing CRC, University of Melbourne
I saw the winner’s presentation at the CRCA EarlyCareer Showcase. He was fantastic. If you can help
someone turn railway ballast into something so
interesting and entertaining, you must be doing
something right.
Adam Barclay, CARE CRC
Sandy spent a day with our very sceptical researchers,
Within that short space of time she won them over,
and transformed their typically very academic talks
into passionate, engaging presentations to industry.
Sandy’s guidance and enthusiasm transformed the
way we now talk about our research.
Nathan Quadros, CRC for Spatial Information
Sandy captured the hearts and minds of 1,500 people,
shared a deeply profound message, and ended with a
standing ovation any speaker would be proud of.
Jon Yeo, TEDx Melbourne convenor

The facilitators
Sandy McDonald is an author, TEDx speaker, facilitator,
and communication coach. She works with individuals,
business owners, professionals, PhDs and academics to
bring clarity to, and introduce story into, their complex
communication world.
She is the director of sandymcdonald.com and founder
of the charity, CreateCare Global.
After 32 years running successful marketing
communication companies, she used purposeful
storytelling to start a global community of more than
20,000 in 71 countries that supports orphaned and
vulnerable children..
She believes that stories told coherently from clarity of
purpose and principles act as a conduit to curiosity and
truth seeking fuelling the energy to enrich, transform and
even save lives. Her book, Clans, Supercharge your Business,
details how.
Roger McDonald’s career began as a journalist and
editor. Since then, he has run marketing communication
businesses for nearly 30 years.
He specialises in online and offline content origination
and has written and edited many books, e-books, and
articles across a wide spectrum of subjects.
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He brings to this training his considerable skill as a writer,
editor, and poet.
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He also uses his knowledge of rhythm and cadence to
enhance participants’ understanding of how to make
their stories more compelling.
Together, they have developed PowerPitch as a
proven training program to significantly improve the
communication and pitching skills of PhDs.
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